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SOLD - NEW BUILD - Mini-Tug / Multipurpose Workboat
Listing ID - 3340-1
Description Mini-Tug, Multipurpose Workboat
Length

6.10m (20ft)

Beam

2.50m (8ft 2in)

Draft

0.9m (2ft 11in)

Location

Ukraine

Broker

Giuseppe Filippone

Established in 1993, Grani Ltd Shipyard is a builder with a large portfolio of workboats and an excellent record of
repeat customers .
Very well built and with a short delivery time stock designs include fishing boats, patrol boats, diving support
vessels, pilot boats, tugs, and passenger vessels. The shipyard has invested heavily on a full range of various steel
processing machinery and outfitting equipment and can deliver even complex vessel in reasonable time frame.
Over 60 vessels have already been delivered and SeaBoats are proud to market them all over the world.
Specifically designed for coastal operations, this is a small but very powerful workboat. Can perform any kind of
serious work in an economical and practical way : towing and pushing even large floating structures, and assist in all
types of shore operations.
Of very heavy steel construction this mini-tug has a build time of just 2 months from order , and we can offer series
production at the rate of 2 vessels/month.
Designed for easy road transportation we can ship the vessel to any destination at very reasonable costs.

Main Characteristics are the following :
LOA: 6.10m
Beam: 2.50m
Depth: 1.30m
Draft: 0.90m
Max H (from bottom line to top of superstructure): 3.30m
Max H (for transportation by truck/road): 2.55m
Crew: 1 (2)
Main engine: 80 - 130 kW
Speed (operational): 9 kn
Endurance (by fuel): 24 hours
Fuel tank: 0.7 MT
Weight : abt 7.2 t
Bollard Pull : up to 2.5T
Key advantages:
- Mobility (the possibility of transportation by road and rail in the dimensions of a 20-foot container without escort
and special approval);
- Ease of maintenance and operation;
- Traction at mooring lines 1.6 t;
- Flat cargo deck;
- The ability to transport up to 2 people, not including the crew;
- Work in shallow water (shallow draft, protection of the propeller and the bottom from damage);
- Ability to operate in waves up to 1.2 m.

The details of all vessels are offered in good faith but we cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. Any buyer should instruct their agents, or their surveyors,
to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to sale, price change,
location or withdrawal without notice.
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